JUNE / Summer Design
& Men's Fashion Guide
2020
From the inspiring homes of Canadian style insiders to the top trends in architecture, interiors and furniture, our
summer design guide offers readers insight into creating a dream space. The issue also captures the season's best
men's wear, from casual suiting to statement-making timepieces, and outdoor entertaining ideas covering news in
food, drink and restaurants.

Cover Feature
How do you create a covetable home out of a garage in an industrial neighbourhood? Beth Hitchcock profiles a group
who put their creative heads together to make it happen
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ESSENTIALS
For the man who'd rather not
wear an oversized watch, a primer
on more discreet timepieces. Plus,
the classic labels bringing a
preppy look back to your closet

ESSENTIALS
A group of contemporary furniture
brands mark big birthdays this year.
And our picks from the best
designed electric and hybrid vehicles
hitting the market

ESSENTIALS
In Toronto, one of the city's buzziest
new restaurants reveals its even more
talked about patio. Also, a flexitarian
friendly guide to dishes that will
impress your guests

FEATURES
After a surge in streetwear, the
suit is returning as the centerpiece
of men's wardrobes. For summer,
that means learning the new rules
of tailoring from casual shapes to
soft hues

FEATURES
Whether you're redoing a kitchen, a
backyard entertaining space or an
indoor/outdoor room, we've
compiled the freshest colours,
shapes and patterns in tile work

FEATURES
In Hawaii, Charlie Friedmann captures
a food scene that's more diverse than
you expect, and tells the history of
the islands through the eyes and
plates of it most talented chefs
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